
INVISIBLE INK 

Oxidation is a CHEMICAL
REACTION which happens
when a type of metal, fruit, or
vegetable is exposed to
oxygen in the
air or water.

What is oxidation?

HI! Welcome to FUN FRIDAY with Team STEAM!
Today we are going to be making invisible ink
and learn about OXIDATION! 

Did you know that the
Statue of Liberty was
originally a dull brown
color, but due to
oxidation it turned green?
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when iron metal rusts
you can see it occur on the Statue of Liberty or on
pennies (copper metal oxidizes and turns
greenish-blue)
when an apple browns

Let's quickly recap with a short video!

We will be using lemon juice to make
our “invisible ink.” The lemon juice
oxidizes and turns brown when heated,
revealing your secret message! 

In chemical terms, oxidation happens when
either an atom, molecule, or ion loses one or
more electrons. An electron is a tiny piece of
matter and energy that is negatively charged.

where can i see oxidation?

How will we be demonstrating oxidation
during this invisible ink experiment?

if you are older, let's look at this
chemically!



▢ half of a lemon 
▢ spoon
▢ white paper
 
 

INVISIBLE INK RECAP 

For today's activity. we will be making
invisible ink!

MATERIALS

▢ water
▢ bowl
▢ paint brush or
cotton bud
▢ lamp/heat source

***important: this activity
requires the use of a heat
source so parental supervision
is required!

video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Mpn0Mie-ifI

ACTIVITY : 
ready to become a junior spy?



PROCEDURE

Squeeze lemon juice into
a bowl and add a few
drops of water
 
 

Mix water and lemon juice
together with spoon
 
 

Using a cotton bud or paint
brush, dip it into the water
and lemon juice mixture
 
 

Write a secret message with
the paint brush or cotton bud
onto the white paper!
 
 

Make sure the paper is completely dried. You will
know when this occurs when the message is
completely invisible.
 



 
****parental supervision required at this step

Hold the paper close to a heat source such as a
lamp, light bulb, or stove and watch your secret
message appear!
 
 

Send pictures of your invisible ink messages to Team STEAM via
email at teamsteamnc@gmail.com, for a chance to be featured on
our website or social media! If you need help with your email, ask a
parent! We look forward to seeing your fun invisible ink messages!
#FunFridaySecretMessages


